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The Politics and Anti-Politics of Nostalgia



Andrew Roberts Department of Political Science Northwestern University Evanston, IL [email protected]



Abstract: In recent years the Czech Republic has witnessed a wave of nostalgia for the popular culture of communism. This nostalgia has been attacked by some members of the country’s cultural elite. This paper documents these two phenomena and attempts to explain them. It finds that the nostalgia and the negative reaction to it are connected with the legacies of the late communist regime known as normalization. This regime produced both a consumer-oriented pop culture that remains appealing to Czechs and a small, but hardened group of dissidents determined to fight against relics of the old system.
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As capitalism swept into Eastern Europe, many observers predicted that citizens of formerly communist regimes would feel nostalgia for such old securities as full employment, free healthcare, and cheap housing. In the Czech Republic this nostalgia hasn’t yet materialized – large majorities continue to support the new system. But another more surprising kind has: nostalgia for the popular culture of communism. The public appears to have developed an appetite for the films, television programs, and music of the seventies and eighties. This nostalgia raises a number of interesting issues. First it leads us to reassess our judgments on the state of mass culture under communism. Most casual observers assume that centrally-planned television, radio, and film were dominated by geriatric politicians giving long-winded speeches and contained little worth watching. Even specialists on Czechoslovakia have tended to neglect officially sponsored culture. Most have focused their attention on the Czech “New Wave” in film and dissident music and literature. But as Chapter XX shows, the regime did produce a culture that achieved genuine popularity. It is precisely this culture that has today become the object of nostalgia. Perhaps even more interesting in the case of the Czech Republic are the controversies that have surrounded this nostalgia. People are not just tuning in to old hits. The broadcast of these hits has spurred protests and angry denunciations. These controversies, or at least their scope, appear to be largely unique to the Czech Republic and absent from its post-communist neighbors. This chapter asks what this nostalgia and the controversies around it tell us about communist and post-communist culture in the Czech Republic. 1. Nostalgia On The Rise Nostalgia, of course, requires distance from its object. People need to take a break from their former enthusiasms before they can return to them with rose-colored glasses. In the Czech Republic, this distance was supplied in a particularly dramatic way by the revolution of 1989. The fall of communism unleashed a number of forces that pushed the state-run pop culture of the 70s and 80s into the dustbin of history for what most imagined would be forever. The biggest challenge to the old cultural hegemony was new competition. The first years after 1989 saw an onslaught of products from the American entertainment industry. It
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was a wave that Western Europe had fought against in vain and which seemed about to drown the poorer and less experienced countries of Eastern Europe. The Czech private TV station Nova became the most popular in the region by feeding its audiences a steady diet of American programming from Matlock and Baywatch to MASH and ER.1 At the same time, most of the former stars of communism quietly and voluntarily took sabbaticals. This was not so much because they were openly branded traitors for cooperating with the old regime, as because their presence was simply no longer required. Audiences weren’t complaining: the communists had recycled the same faces for twenty years or more and it was time for something new. The final blow to the old culture came not just from American imports, but from Czech history itself. The communist government had for years limited the screening of films from the well-developed film industry of the inter-war republic. After 1989 these films attained considerable popularity both because they had been suppressed and because many of them stood up to the test of time quite well.2 Likewise, the communists had placed a number of films made by the Czech “New Wave” in the relatively open 1960s into the trezor (vault) from where they didn’t emerge until 1989. Curiosity about this forbidden culture also narrowed the space for stars of the old regime. And to top it off, new stars who had not wished to make the compromises necessary for success under communism stepped eagerly forward. Things changed in the late nineties. Indeed, the turning point can be dated almost to the day. On February 23, 1998, the king of the 80s disco scene, Michal David, sang to a large and enthusiastic crowd on Old Town Square in Prague.3 The occasion was the triumphant return of the Czech men’s ice hockey team which had won gold at the Olympics in Nagano. The Czechs have always lived and died with their hockey team, and this, their first gold medal, was a time for national rejoicing. Critics, however, expected David – who like other former stars had stopped performing after 1989 – to provoke laughter or embarrassment.
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They have replaced many of these with Latin American soap operas. The reason is both that they are cheaper and that these “telenovelas” emphasize class divisions – a salient theme in formerly egalitarian societies – more than their American counterparts. 2 Interestingly, the most popular star of these films, Vlasta Burian, was one of those singled out by the communists after the war for collaboration and banned from performing. Today observers view his collaboration as fairly trivial, and in any case of a lesser degree than that of many future communist functionaries. 3 Cf. Markéta Turková, “David and Co. Remind People of Their Youth,” Lidové Noviny, 3 February 2000, p. 21.
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The reason was simple. In the eighties, David was the pioneer of Italian-inspired disco in then Czechoslovakia and an idol for prepubescent girls.4 His connections with the ruling communists were particularly tight. Most famously, he composed and sang the theme song, Little Buds, for the 1985 version of the communist-organized Spartakiáda, the country’s mass display of synchronized gymnastics held every fifth year. The song included such memorable lyrics as “We’ve got a wonderful task today, to step forward into tomorrow, live and bloom.” Another of his anthems was “C’s, he’s collecting C’s,” the title a reference to the communist equivalent of the Pokemon craze in which children collected and traded tiny C-shaped pieces of plastic.5 His association with such idiocies, as well as his high voice, empty lyrics and undemanding music, would seem to make him anathema to most Czechs after 1989. Instead of being booed on Old Town Square, however, he was cheered. His hastily composed song “We’re the Right Team” (“My jsme ten spravnej tým”) for the returning squad (at a celebration sponsored by Coca-Cola) was a hit. Moreover, players on the team gave him some of the credit for their victory, calling him their spravovač nálady or mood adjuster during difficult moments in the tournament. This reception gave David a new lease on life. Up to then he had confined himself to the studio and tried to promote his new discoveries using his old connections in the music business. Now, however, he began reprising his old hits to sold-out auditoriums. By the end of 1998, reeditions of his albums had sold over 100,000 copies. However, David wasn’t the only one of the old-regime stars to make a comeback. 6 Others such as Helena Vondráčková, the biggest pop diva of the 70s and 80s, also kept a low profile in the early nineties. Under communism, rumors had linked her romantically to the communist premier Lubomír Štrougal as well as to other bigwigs. Though she strenuously denied these allegations7, her association with the old regime probably contributed to her stepping out of the limelight.8 By 1998, perhaps sensing the change 4



For biographical information on all of the stars mentioned here, see Janek Skalička and Libor Balák, Hvězdy české populární hudby (Praha: Fragment, 1999). 5 David’s songs lent support to commerce as much as communism. Another of his compositions was an ode to soft drinks, entitled “Cola, We’re Drinking Cola.” 6 I could discuss even more stars including Petr Kotvald, Dalibor Janda, Hana Zagorová, and Petra Janů. Most made a living in the early nineties singing in a wave of musicals, starting with Les Miserables and continuing through Hamlet: the Musical that swept and is still sweeping the country. David has written a musical version of Cleopatra. 7 She claims that the origin of the rumor is the fact that she bore a superficial resemblance to Štrougal’s daughter. Rumors of the type were common at the time. The singer Eva Pilarová, for example, was said to be a lover of Fidel Castro. 8 She did draw attention, however, by her participation in a reunion of “The Golden Kids,” a supergroup from the late 60s. The Golden Kids were forcibly broken up by the communists when they banned Marta
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in the public’s mood, she made a comeback, having equipped herself with a new image (far sexier than was allowed under communism) and repertoire. Despite her advanced age for a female pop star – she turned 50 in 1997 – Zlatá Helena or “Golden Helena” now tops the charts.9 Proof that this nostalgia is from the bottom up as much as a clever marketing ploy can be found in the phenomenon of “80s parties.” At about the same time David and Vondráčková made their comebacks and perhaps inspiring them, discotheques throughout the country began sponsoring nights devoted to Czech music of the 70s and 80s. These so-called 80s parties reflected a public mood that had gotten tired of imports and wanted fun, easy to listen to music sung in Czech. The fact that the post-89 pop scene had produced few new stars of significance only added to this hunger. Indeed, it was not only older people who succumbed to this nostalgia. The young – who had only just caught Vondráčková or David in their primes – showed up in force as well. 10 Television was not far behind in capturing and packaging the nostalgic mood. Breaking from its American roots, the private station Nova found a new formula for prime time success by giving the spotlight over to stars of the 70s and 80s. In the words of the newspaper Lidové Noviny, “Nova arranged the return of the stars of normalization when it swiftly discerned the current nostalgia for the past and became the main podium for artists whom many frenetically applauded and others hoped never to hear again.” 11 In a Kubišová, another member of the trio, for counterrevolutionary activities. These activities consisted mainly of singing “Modlitba pro Martu,” (A Prayer for Marta), the song that became the anthem of the Prague Spring. Rumors had it that Vondráčková was responsible for the ban in order to further her own career, but both she and Kubišová justly deny this. Others claim that Kubišová was snubbed by most of her former friends during her twenty-year ban. Kubišová, however, holds no hard feelings and says that she never noticed (partially due to her bad eyesight) anyone crossing to the other side of the street to avoid her. Today she devotes most of her energy to trying to find homes for abandoned animals. 9 An interesting footnote to these comebacks is the revival of other communist-era practices. One of these is the sensitivity of entertainers to the publication of their salaries. Under communism’s egalitarian ideology, public evidence of a high income was almost enough to get one booted off the culture junket. The singer Hana Zagorová, for example, was publicly humiliated for her excessive earnings. This happened even though the communists themselves determined her salary. As a result, most entertainers of the time remain extremely sensitive about revealing their incomes. Reputedly, the editor of the women’s magazine Květy (Flowers) was forced out after Vondráčková and the actress Dada Patrasová complained to the publisher about an article listing their earnings. A recent article in Lidové Noviny reveals large differences between the opinions of former stars such as Gott and David (“Don’t publish salaries, don’t publish, don’t publish.”) and post-revolutionary stars who are indifferent to the matter. Cf. Daniel Deyl, “Czech Stars Don’t Like to Talk About Money,” Lidové Noviny, 1 February 2000. 10 David took his own show on the road under the title “Discopříběhy č.1” or “Discostories #1,” a reference to a popular film (and its sequel) from the late 80s whose soundtrack he composed. The show features his entire repertoire from the mid-eighties including “Little Buds.” 11 “What Nova Gave Czechs in its Six Years of Existence,” Lidové Noviny, 4 February 2000.
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number of different formats – ranging from concerts to cabaret sketches to game shows – Nova was able to showcase celebrities such as David and Vondráčková almost daily. Many have observed that these types of programs – especially the cabaret and variety shows – were a mainstay of communist programming in the seventies and eighties.12 Partially in an effort to give the public an alternative view of the late communist era and partially to make up ground in the ratings war with Nova, the main public station Czech Television also turned to nostalgic broadcasting. Most controversially, in the summer of 1998, they decided to rebroadcast a detective series from the 70s entitled 30 Cases of Major Zeman. The series, on the surface no different than Kojak or Hawaii Five-O, featured the exploits of Jan Zeman, an ordinary police officer (not a member of the army or the secret police as his title might suggest). Each episode depicted a realitybased case from every year between 1945 and 1975.



What made the series noteworthy, besides its popularity, was that it was produced under the direct guidance of the Ministry of the Interior – responsible for the secret police among other functions – in honor of the 30th anniversary of the communist police force. Many episodes thus dramatized the regime’s battle against capitalists, subversives, and dissidents. Among Zeman’s foes, though hidden under pseudonyms, were the Mašín brothers who blasted their way out of Czechoslovakia by force and settled in America and the rock group Plastic People of the Universe whose arrest inspired Charter 77. 13 (See Appendix 1 for a description of episodes and documentaries) Naturally, in many of the cases, historical facts were heavily distorted to fit ideological requirements. Thus, the Mašín brothers were killed off in the series, rather than escaping as they did in reality.



12



The public station has rebroadcast the original versions of these shows. Ironically, a rock song, “Bič boží”, composed for the serial and put into the mouths of the stand-ins for the Plastic People itself became a popular hit. 13
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The series was unique for its time in its pairing of ideology with an attractive genre. Though the regime had reintroduced propagandistic forms in the early seventies (they had disappeared during the Prague Spring), audiences mostly ignored them. Major Zeman was one of the few programs that was able to successfully bridge these two genres.14 Alert audiences could recognize actual cases or at least remembered similar tales from communist propaganda, while lazy viewers could simply follow the series as if it were Dragnet. Indeed, viewed out of context the propaganda may not be obvious. The series was not about workers building a better tomorrow or joyous May Day parades as in the art of the fifties and early sixties. As Vladimír Brabec, the actor who played Zeman, remarked, the series was 70% good detective show and 30% an unsuccessful attempt at something else. By my count about a third of the episodes were explicit propaganda – attacking the church, dissidents, and enemies of the regime – another third were centered on espionage, and the final third concerned ordinary apolitical crimes – murders, robberies, etc. Of course, the forces of law, by definition the communists, were portrayed in a positive light, but that is true of detective shows the world over. Moreover, Zeman is not a communist superman or Stakhanovite, but simply an honest cop doing his job. Indeed, his family life takes up a considerable part of many episodes.15 The series thus owed its initial popularity mainly to the fact that it tried to ape American detective shows.16 In 1998, Zeman returned to the airwaves. Originally, two young producers, Miroslav Polák and Jan Lacina, offered the public-service station Czech Television a proposal for a series of thirty documentaries provisionally entitled “30 Cases Without Major Zeman” 14



I disagree with the observers cited by Bren who see ideology in the many series authored by Jaroslav Dietl, the king of the Czech TV series. In fact, shows such as Nemocnice na kraji mesta (Hospital on the Edge of Town) – which figures prominently in her analysis – are almost indistinguishable from their western counterparts. Evidence for this is their popularity in non-communist West Germany. More evidence is that most of these series were rebroadcast without comment in the early nineties. The series also contains more than its share of criticism of socialist healthcare (one doctor is incompetent, another an alcoholic). Cf. Paulina Bren, “Envisioning a ‘Socialist Way of Life:’ Ideology and Contradiction During Czech Communism, 1969-1989,” IWM Working Paper. Interestingly, new episodes of Nemocnice are currently in the works. 15 Some would argue that this was a cynical attempt to humanize an inhuman and unpopular police force, but it was also an element that appealed to audiences. 16 Coverage in the international press may have exaggerated the propagandistic aspects, though many Czechs did feel them. Cf. Peter Finn, “Prague’s Mannix for the Masses,” Washington Post, 30 November 1998, C01 and Peter Green, “Dangerous or Camp, Propaganda Goes into Reruns,” New York Times, 14 March 1999, 31.
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which would explore the history of police repression under communism.17 Later the station decided to run the actual series along with the documentaries. The main reason, according to then general manager of the station Jakub Puchalský, was “to connect socialist kitsch and a rigorous documentary in order to unmask not only the destinies of real people, but also the way the series manipulated facts.” Since each original episode was based on an actual crime or historical event, each episode would be accompanied by a documentary that would separate fact from fiction. Before going ahead with the project, Czech Television commissioned a poll to determine public views on the rebroadcast – partially because it feared a negative reaction. They found that the vast majority, nearly 80%, was in favor of a rebroadcast. Czech Television considered these results ample justification for going ahead with the project. After all, as a public television station, its mission was to fulfil the wishes of its viewers. The poll also found that the only differences among demographic groups were between young and old. The least supportive of the rebroadcast were surprisingly those over 55, who tend to be more sympathetic to the communist regime, though even a majority (54.5%) of this age group approved of the showing. The most supportive were 25-34 year-olds with 84.5% approving and only 8.8% disapproving.18 The same age group also took the lead at Czech Television. The newly-appointed manager of the public station who approved the project was the 28-year-old Jakub Puchalský and the directors of most of the documentaries were in their thirties. Twenty and thirty-somethings, of course, had absorbed the pop culture of communism, but were less implicated in the moral compromises the regime demanded of its citizens. In the event, the series received high ratings. The first episode attracted 27.5% of all viewers, while the following documentary pulled in 17.7%. Though ratings for subsequent episodes declined, the series still scored well with an average of 23% of viewers tuning in. What’s more, Zeman did particularly well among college-educated viewers with 46% watching. Indeed, the series became one of the few shows on Czech Television that could compete with the highly successful private station Nova and its lineup of American series and communist-era stars. Czech Television took on communism again by attempting on November 20, 1999 to replicate a day of socialist programming. In composing the day, the producers revisited
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The following information, including the poll results and TV ratings, can be found on Czech Television’s website: www.czech-tv.cz.
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the kind of programming typical for Czechoslovakia a mere ten years earlier. According to the director Fero Fenič, “We didn’t look in the archives for the best, the most entertaining programs like Major Zeman which I consider the apex of the pyramid. I wanted to show the foundation…. It’s a day of average programs of average people for average viewers of Czechoslovak Television and that’s the joke.”19 Indeed, many viewers complained that the good programs had been left out. The broadcast ultimately included films (for example, A Skirt But a Green One about a girl who leaves her boyfriend to join the military), political speeches, and Russian lessons. (See Appendix 2 for a complete list.) All of them premiered or were re-aired in 1989, just months before the Velvet Revolution. Faithfulness to the original was further assured by the hiring of two former anchorpersons to introduce each piece. Whether the intent was to feed nostalgia or nip it in the bud by reminding viewers of the dreck they had to sit through was unclear, though Fenič noted that in another ten years, the atmosphere of the time would be lost forever. 2. Nostalgia Under Fire Of course, pop culture nostalgia exists everywhere. In the US whole television and radio stations are devoted to it, and one can almost pinpoint when the culture of a decade (say, the seventies) will again capture imaginations. Usually such nostalgia is either a mindless surrender to the atmosphere of one’s youth or a knowing wink at the campiness of the past. In neither case is politics much in evidence. Yet in the Czech Republic, this nostalgia has been controversial. In the minds of some – admittedly not even close to a majority – the pop culture of the 70s and 80s, along with its stars, should be wiped from the country’s collective memory. The rebroadcast of Major Zeman aroused the most critical attention, but the comebacks of pop acts have been similarly controversial. Much of the attention to the re-airing of Major Zeman was a result of opposition from the Confederation of Political Prisoners, an organization representing the interests of those who had been persecuted by the communist regime. The Confederation called for a stop to the broadcast and in September 1999 filed charges against Czech Television under a law banning “support and propagation of movements aiming to undermine
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A poll of viewers by IVVM, however, found a different pattern. In their poll, self-identified communist party supporters and the elderly were most likely to support a rebroadcast.
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citizens’ rights and freedoms.”20 According to Rudolf Husák of the Confederation, the series was an attempt at mass psychological manipulation and “it could still influence a certain part of society.”21 Naturally, these controversies caught the eye of the media who focused on the stars of the series. Significant attention was directed at Dagmar Veškrnová, the new wife of the dissident-turned-president Václav Havel, who guest-starred in one episode. Havel’s close friend, Jan Tříska, who later emigrated, was in another, ironically playing a Czech who fought his way out of the country. In fact, virtually every significant actor of the time had at least a walk-on role. Journalists looking for a story quickly gravitated to the former stars, asking them why they had accepted roles in an obviously propagandist series. To answer this question, Brabec, the alter ego of Zeman, went so far as to publish a book-length interview, entitled Major Zeman, How I See Him Today.22 His response to questioning about why he took the part is simple: “It was a beautiful detective story… I’m convinced that no one would have turned it down.”23 The six other co-stars featured in his book have similar answers – all of them saw it as simply a job and none are ashamed of their participation.24 In fact, several remark that American shows are equally propagandistic. Other actors, however, were heard to say that they feared losing other roles if they refused the part. Obviously, these answers only inflamed tensions, leading one prominent actress to remark that actors should be thanked for their role in the Velvet Revolution and not attacked. The governing board of Czech Television, which was not supposed to interfere in programming decisions, nonetheless felt compelled to make its voice heard as well.
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Petr Kučera, “Fenič’s Project Returns Us to the Era of the Average,” Lidové Noviny, 20 November 1999, p. 3. 20 This law has been used against the publisher of a Czech translation of Mein Kampf. 21 The issue may have been as much personal as political. The former dissident Petr Cibulka recalls with bitterness how his fellow prisoners took pride in Zeman’s achievements. 22 Vladimír Brabec, Major Zeman: Jak to vidím dnes. (Praha: Knihcentrum, 1999). 23 Surprisingly, the only actor hurt by his participation (or non-participation) in the series was Brabec himself who like many television stars before him was typecast in the role. For several years after the series, Brabec found work only in dubbing and children’s fairytales. 24 Nevertheless, the actors were aware of the potential for humiliation. While making the series, Brabec and other actors worried about how the producers would deal with the sensitive years 1967-1969 and the Russian invasion of Czechoslovakia. In dressing-room conversations they pondered the unthinkable: that the characters would have to welcome the Russian tanks. In the end, the episodes focused on a dissident poet and purges within the Ministry of Interior, and the actors were spared public humiliation.
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Each board member thus published his personal view on the broadcast of the series.25 All agreed that the views of former political prisoners had to be taken seriously. Members were split, however, over the question of whether the series still had the power to influence viewers and color their views of the past or whether its mediocre production values (in comparison with its American models) and transparent propaganda made it both a joke and a useful educational device. Opponents also cited its effect on perceptions of the station, fearing that public television would be seen as seeking profits like any commercial station, rather than defending the higher interests of the public. The station’s general manager, in fact, had worried, about this last point and thus decided not to broadcast advertisements either before or after the series and the accompanying documentaries. Nevertheless, harsh words were exchanged between the board and Puchalský. The general manager claimed that he was trying to initiate a public discussion of the legacies of communism, while some members of the board believed he was actually more interested in ratings and publicity. The owner of TV Nova, Vladimír Železný, stepped into the fray as well by repeatedly proclaiming that his station would never, under any circumstances, broadcast Major Zeman or other normalization series.26 By December of 1999, Puchalský’s position had deteriorated to such an extent among board members that he felt compelled to step down after only a year in his post.27 But Major Zeman was not the only relic of communist pop culture to inspire a public debate. Equal to the challenge was the man who more than any other epitomized popularity under the old regime, the singer Karel Gott. Gott may be familiar to nonCzechs from Milan Kundera’s The Book of Laughter and Forgetting where he is called the Idiot of Music.28 More commonly known as the Sinatra of the East (or in Germany the Golden Voice of Prague), Gott was and remains at the very pinnacle of Czech popular music. With his career still in full swing, he became only the second European to be awarded a diamond album, this for sales of 13 million albums in a country of only 15 25



These opinions are posted on Czech Television’s website: www.czech-tv.cz. Of course, Železný had no qualms with airing Baywatch, naked weathergirls, and shows featuring the stars of these normalization series. Interestingly, Brabec helped to dub one of the station’s most popular shows, MASH. 27 His resignation was not solely due to the controversy over Major Zeman. Probably more important were his attempts to reform the news division of the station. For more on Czech Television and the recent controversies surrounding it, see articles by Andrew Stroehlein and Jan Čulík’s in the Central European Review (www.ce-review.org). 28 For unexplained reasons Gott’s name is changed to Klos in new editions of the novel. Cf. Caleb Crain, “Infidelity,” Linguafranca, 7:9, October 1999. 26
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million. He won the Zlatý Slavík (Golden Songbird) award in which Czechs voted for their favorite male and female singers an incredible 22 times between 1963 and 1991 when the contest was discontinued. When the award was renewed as the Czech Songbird in 1996, he again left his competitors in the dust. His popularity initially rested on his by all accounts excellent voice. In his youth he had originally studied opera. His boyish looks (still in Dick Clark perfection today thanks to plastic surgery) and old-fashioned crooning are no less important. His wide, but saccharine repertoire that ranges from soft pop to soft rock to soft anything, includes dozens of songs that have become Czech pop standards.29 Like Sinatra, Gott’s countless and occasionally stormy romantic affairs only add to his image.30 In contrast to other Czech stars, Gott’s popularity extends even beyond the borders of Czechoslovakia. He attracted a cult following in West Germany during the tumultuous seventies because of his clean throwback image. Germans still remember his rendition of the theme song to the animated series Včelka Máj (Little Bee May). Given this sort of popularity, the recent controversies around him may sound surprising. However, his story and particularly his relations with the communists are more complex. Initially, the communists treated him coolly. The writer Josef Škvorecký relates the rumor of Gott being partially banned in the late sixties for singing “The Bubbling Stream” as fellow singers Eva Pilarová and Waldemar Matuška urinated on a trade delegation from a balcony in Karlovy Vary.31 Alan Levy recounts the battles between Gott and the authorities over the length of his hair (he ultimately agreed to cut 2 centimeters behind the ears) and several seemingly harmless numbers in his act. 32 What the communists seemed to have feared most of all though was his enormous popularity, for Gott never openly opposed the regime. Most familiar to non-Czechs, thanks to Kundera’s Book of Laughter and Forgetting, is the story of Gott’s aborted emigration. Because of his popularity in West Germany, Gott was frequently sent abroad to earn hard currency for the state. On one trip, however, Gott, tired of hassles with the authorities, decided to stay. As Kundera describes it, “When Karel Gott, the Czech pop singer, went abroad in 1972, Husák got scared. He sat right down and wrote him a personal letter (it was August 1972 and Gott was in 29



His Czechified versions of American classics include covers of “Love Me Tender” and “Pretty Woman”. Vondráčková sang “New York, New York” and “Killing Me Softly” among others. 30 A recent bestseller is entitled When Lovers Cry: Nine Women and Karel Gott. 31 Josef Škvorecký, All the Bright Young Men and Women: a Personal History of the Czech Cinema. (Toronto: Peter P. Martin Associates, 1971), p.103-104. 32 Alan Levy, “Karel Gott as Hamlet,” Index on Censorship, March-April, 1978.
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Frankfurt). The following is a verbatim quote from it. I have invented nothing. ‘Dear Karel, We are not angry with you. Please come back. We will do everything you ask. We will help you if you help us.’”33 Gott of course returned and his relations with the communist leadership soon became warmer. Among the benefits Gott received upon his return were a luxurious lifestyle and freedom to travel as well as the right to retain much of his foreign earnings. Returning the favor, Gott gladly performed for the nomenklatura. Kundera, for instance, describes his musical accompaniments to the “president of forgetting,” Gustáv Husák. Most infamous was his appearance in the Theater of Music in 1978 where he led the nation’s artists in condemning the human rights initiative Charter 77 and its leaders, including among others, Václav Havel. As mentioned earlier, Gott has since claimed that he was manipulated and did not know what he was participating in until he saw it at home on television. Nevertheless, he is open about his relations with the communists, for example, commenting that numerous functionaries “could make life unpleasant for me and so it was more reasonable to get along with [them]. During our conversations I often discovered that we could find a common denominator.”34 Unlike many of his peers, Gott hardly took a break after 1989. During the revolution he sang the Czech national anthem with the popular dissident folk singer Karel Kryl to a crowd of demonstrators on Wenceslas Square. 35 Though he announced his retirement soon after (he had just turned 50), he was persuaded by František Janeček (a long-time power-broker in the music business and the brains behind David’s career) to take one more shot at a concert tour. The successful reception he received convinced Gott to resume singing at full steam something which he continues to do today.36 Indeed, Gott changed neither his repertoire nor his style, only his political opinions. He went 33



Milan Kundera, The Book of Laughter and Forgetting (New York: HarperCollins, 1996), p.249. Levy quotes a longer version of Husák’s letter with a marginally different text. Surprisingly, he makes no reference to evidence of Gott’s collaboration and portrays him in a fairly heroic light. Levy also blames the New York Times for his decision to return home. The Times had promised to publish an article on Gott’s plight, then reneged at the last minute, convincing Gott that the West did not care about him. Cf. Levy, Index on Censorship. 34 Rostislav Sarvaš and Karel Gott, As Gott Sees It: Conversation on a Boat (Praha: Studio Pět, 1992). Gott goes on to describe a meeting with the universally despised cultural official Muller whom he describes as having a kinder, gentler face. He adds, “those who reproach us for being at a party with the ministers forget to add that no one invited them.” 35 Some reports claim that Kryl, who died prematurely in 1994, did not want to sing with Gott, but was persuaded by Havel that it was for the good of the country. Kryl himself regretted it later and was criticized by others. Cf. Jiří Hlinka, Nevyjasněná Úmrtí: Miroslav Berka, Karel Kryl, Luděk Nekuda, (Praha: World Circle Foundation, 1999). 36 As early as 1990 Gott won Czech Television’s people choice award as both most popular singer and most popular television personality.
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immediately from being the darling of the communist leadership to a fervent supporter of the most pro-market political party in Eastern Europe, Václav Klaus’ Civic Democratic Party.37 When asked about his collaboration with the old regime, Gott replied that there was nothing he could have done since everything is decided in advance by a select group of illuminati.38 Public attacks on Gott began with the gala televised celebration of his 60th birthday, attended by virtually every significant player on the Czech cultural scene.39 Perhaps the first sign that he had overdone things was the congratulatory telegram he received from Václav Havel whose text read simply “I am glad when something persists and is persistent in its place. For me you are a model of professional continuity.”40 Even today it is not clear whether this was intended sincerely or as a backhanded compliment, and if the latter why Havel felt compelled to send anything at all. Though the telegram itself never developed into a full-blown argument between the maestro and the president, Gott let his hurt feelings be known soon after during a visit to Slovakia where he met (and sang) with Slovak president Michal Schuster. In response to the question of whether he was often received by presidents, Gott answered succinctly, “Abroad, yes.” Gott’s birthday also inspired a series of commentaries and rebuttals on the theme of collaboration in Lidové Noviny.41 In an article entitled “Karel Gott and the Poverty of Czech Intellectuals,” Bohumil Doležal, himself a former dissident, attempted to reassess what he called the “demonization” of Gott by other dissidents.42 Though he admitted that Gott was “the public face of the occupying regime” and for many intellectuals the “model homo socialismus, a symbol of the immorality of the seventies and eighties,” he wondered if the dissidents had not gone too far. He considered it a mistake for them to concentrate on the failure of people like Gott to oppose the regime. This tactic was likely to boomerang on the dissidents since the majority of Czechs had made the same 37



In a switch from American and European practice, most significant cultural figures in the Czech Republic claim allegiance to the political right, though in the new millennium the Social Democrats have begun to make inroads. 38 Gott also holds unusual, though not exactly anti-Semitic, views on the role of Jews in world history. 39 Lidové Noviny referred to it as “the night of the living dead.” 40 Havel’s relationship with Gott is long and ambiguous. Notice, for example, the following exchange from his play Audience, written in 1975 and thus before the anti-Charter. “Sládek: You know I’m no Gott! I’m just an ordinary brewery idiot. Vaněk: In your field you’re a professional – like Gott in his.” The word “professional” often crops up in newspaper accounts of Gott. Cf. Václav Havel, Hry, (Praha: Lidové Noviny, 1991), p. 216. 41 In recent years Lidové Noviny has been attempting to change its image. Originally associated with Havel (it was restarted by dissidents even before the revolution) and later with Klaus’s reforms, the paper has now tried to regain popularity by devoting attention to popular culture and the legacies of communism. 42 Lidové Noviny, 20 July 1999.
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compromises as Gott. Without wanting to forgive Gott and other collaborators, he did suggest that dissidents reassess their attitudes towards collaboration, especially in light of the increasing popularity of the communist party in opinion polls. Adam Drda responded in the article “Gott and Dissent: Comparable Failures?” that the demonization of Gott had not really taken place.43 In his words, “The amoral behavior of Czech regime-supported entertainers in the seventies and eighties (far from a matter only of national artist Gott whose role was only the most visibly repulsive) has hardly been spoken of.” Moreover, it was not dissidents who were doing this demonizing as praise of Gott from the likes of Havel, Kryl, and Kubišová proved. What was necessary according to Drda was to stop treating artists as a special class of citizens and to begin a discussion of their role in the old regime. Another commentator and former dissident, Emanuel Mandler, likewise feared that celebrating these entertainers would encourage people to idealize the old regime. 44 But he also hoped for a more nuanced discussion of different degrees of collaboration and an appreciation of the difference between Stalinism and what he called the “degenerate” communism of the seventies and eighties. Drda’s article aroused significant protests from the artistic community as well as individual defenses of Gott and other figures mentioned in the text. Many of the letters emphasized that these actors and singers were honorable people who only wanted to perform and were forced to jump through hoops in order to do it. Pavel Černocký, for example, described the frequent training sessions and requalification tests – both inventions of the seventies – that performers had to pass in order to receive permission to play.45 All artists were under constant threat of being deprived of their audience or having their salaries drastically cut for such trivial offenses as not addressing a functionary politely or refusing to play at the Festival of Political Song.46 For Černocký, artists are different than ordinary people and will do almost anything to be able to perform publicly. This was the hook that the regime had in all of them, including Gott. Though this discussion was mostly confined to a small group of commentators, more significant for the general public was a controversy that began on January 7, 2000 with an op-ed piece in Lidové Noviny written by Zdeněk Lukeš, a historical preservationist
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Lidové Noviny, 30 July 1999. Lidové Noviny, 28 August 1999. 45 Lidové Noviny, 3 September 1999. 46 As proof of his anti-regime beliefs, Gott notes that he never sang at this festival. 44
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working in the Office of the President. Due to the controversy it generated, his article is worth quoting in part: I just read in the newspaper that the main star of the Czech exhibit at the World’s Fair EXPO 2000 in Hanover is going to be Karel Gott. Apparently, the average German visitor is accustomed to him. I am too: this zombie has been stalking me since childhood. Since the mid-sixties he has been spoiling the taste of several generations. Now he is going to Hanover to spoil the taste of the Germans. I’m truly sorry for them. I’m also sorry because the decline in the standards of our international presentations is avoidable. We have a first-rate culture and an array of original performers. They have not, however, been given a chance in time and 300 million from the pockets of our tax-payers is going for a vulgar, hammed-up show. Though Lukeš’s article avoids mention of communism and only concentrates on Gott’s artistic talent or lack thereof, the subtext is clear enough. Unlike other stars of communism, however, Gott was not afraid to go on the attack. In his words, “Immediately after reading [the article], I picked up the telephone, called the organizers of the World’s Fair in Hanover, and definitively called off my performance.” 47 “I can’t sing or entertain people in this kind of atmosphere. I get a lump in my throat whenever I think of what that man called me,” he told Blesk (Lightning), the most popular Czech tabloid. Gott claimed further that he was “sad, angry, and disappointed” and was thinking about ending his career. “What is it worth,” the maestro continued, “that for forty years I tried to please my fans at home and I sacrificed my entire life to my work.” It bears noting that this was in response to a single op-ed piece in a not extremely popular newspaper. Gott’s reaction quickly became a national news story and public figures staked out their positions on the Gott question. Lukeš’s defenders were intellectuals, again most with dissident pedigrees. The director of the National Gallery Milan Knížák, for example, responded that Gott was an “artistic and moral dwarf” and the fact that he was not able to cope with this criticism was evidence of “how he had been pampered by every regime.” In a clear reference to collaboration, he further wrote: “I believe that if we expected China to invade, Karel Gott would buy up all our yellow paint to quickly became the favorite of the new government.” The weekly Respekt likewise turned
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This quotation and others below can be found in a special insert of Lidové Noviny “Karel Gott 2000”, 19 January 2000. For a rosier account of Gott’s career, see the dual Czech-German biography: Zuzana
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attention to communism in asking what threatened Gott: “Prohibition? Persecution? A petition, condemning him, read publicly in the Theater of Music?” Gott’s supporters rallied as well. The Minister of Culture, Pavel Dostal, went on the offensive by calling Lukeš a “graphomaniac with an inferiority complex” and likened Gott’s situation – in an unfortunate comparison – to the fate of Adina Mandlová and Vlasta Burian, entertainers who were banned after the war for collaboration with the Nazis. Dostal, apparently with the help of Havel though the details are unclear, also began an effort to persuade Gott to rejoin the Czech exposition that, after much hesitating on the maestro’s part, was a success. The situation resembled nothing so much as Husák’s begging Gott to return and sing for the sake of the country. The Czech public rallied behind their golden voice. In a public opinion poll conducted in February 2000, 84% of Czechs believed that Gott should represent the country at the Hanover exposition, while only 14% were opposed. On Gott himself, respondents were most likely to call him “the most significant Czech singer” (22.5%), “a significant element of Czech cultural identity” (14.8%), or “a living legend” (8.6%). A mere 1.6% considered him “the embodiment of the cultural emptiness of the old regime.” Given this popularity, how do we explain why Gott was singled out for criticism? His popularity itself is a large part of the answer. Gott has stood so far above his peers for so long that he was bound to attract the lion’s share of any dissatisfaction with popular culture. His compromises with the communist regime were probably not much greater than those of most other musicians and actors – after all, virtually everybody in the cultural sphere signed the anti-Charter, though only Gott and two others gave speeches.48 Nevertheless, if one believes that cultural figures should set an example for the public and that their participation in communist rituals gave succor to an immoral regime, then it is logical to single out the most popular of them all. The fact that he never took a break like his peers and that his “art” is second-rate shlock only help the case. Others have come in for milder versions of the same treatment. In an interview with Lidové Noviny, Helena Vondráčková was asked why she performed for the regime and why she signed the anti-Charter. Vondráčková, who is known as “Gott in a skirt,” replied to the first question by saying that she had two options: to stay and sing or to emigrate, Drotárová, Karel v Zrcadle Doby, (Praha: Sofist, 1999). For a discography and list of awards see www.gott.cz. 48 Signatories included even such quasi-opposition figures as the author and actor Jan Werich.
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and that she did not want to emigrate. In response to the second question, she claimed that she had not signed the anti-Charter. Naturally, a number of letters followed with readers either supporting her or claiming that she had a third option: to stay and do menial labor and that she was lying about her refusal to sign the anti-Charter. In an editorial, Mandler called on Vondráčková to clarify her answers.49 And the reaction of the public to these controversies? The Slovak newspaper Sme put it best in its review of the rebroadcast of Major Zeman: “…it is mainly a conflict of vain hopes and exaggerated fears… The vain hope is that these Thursday night broadcasts will lead to a mass pricking of consciences, and the exaggerated fears are that Major Zeman will again brainwash the nation just as it failed to do in the past.”50 In the end these controversies have mainly provided fuel for the scandal mills, while the public goes on watching Zeman and listening to Gott. 3. Nostalgia Explained What explains the current wave of nostalgia and the controversy it has sparked? I argue that both are linked to the distinctive nature of the normalization regime in Czechoslovakia. The neo-Stalinists who ruled the country in the seventies and eighties put an end to serious, interesting art and supported a mindless, commercial popular culture that was easily susceptible to nostalgia. At the same time, their repression both humiliated artists and produced a small, but vocal dissident community, including many artists, who even after the revolution felt the need to fight the battles carried over from the old regime. Thus, both the official and unofficial cultures that arose under the Czech brand of late communism explain its peculiar relation to its past. To set the stage for these developments, we need to start further back in time. Until 1968, the experience of communism in Czechoslovakia was similar to that in other communist countries. In the late forties and fifties, Stalinism was the order of the day. In culture, this meant socialist realism and little freedom to experiment. By the sixties, though later than in its neighbors, Stalinism began to thaw. The culmination of this process was the opening up of the system in the Prague Spring. Indeed, the decade was marked by an incredible flowering of film, theater, music, and literature. This 49



Lidové Noviny, 4 November 2000. Since writing this paper, Vondráčková brought a lawsuit against a journalist who claimed she had signed the anti-Charter. She lost the suit after the judge ruled that the journalist had only referred to her name appearing in the list of signatories in Rudé Právo, not to her actual signature. Others whose names also appeared in the paper claim not to have signed the actual document. 50 Cited on Czech Television’s website.
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independent culture featured the best and the brightest of the country almost without regard to political beliefs. Though sometimes overly intellectual, it was nevertheless popular with the public. Soviet tanks put an end to this liberalization, and it is here that the history Czechoslovakia begins to diverge from its neighbors. The neo-Stalinists who governed Czechoslovakia in the seventies and eighties were very different from the softer, gentler communists in Poland and Hungary. The new leadership soon began to crackdown on those who had supported Dubček and the Prague Spring. The axe fell heaviest on cultural workers. Tens and perhaps hundreds of thousands of writers, artists, and academics lost their positions and ended up in menial jobs. Those who remained were publicly humiliated in events like the anti-Charter. Censorship needless to say was reintroduced. The new normalization regime, however, was not just destructive. It was also constructive. In contrast to the flowering of high culture that characterized the Prague Spring, a mass popular culture began to emerge. In television it was sitcoms and dramatic series; in film wacky comedies and otherworldly fantasy; in music simple, listenable pop. The culture catered to short attention spans and required little critical thinking. In many cases, the country’s artists borrowed directly from tried-and-true Western models like teenage buddy films, family comedies, or disco and country music. And people were eager to plug into this new culture. Pubs emptied during the broadcast of some TV series. Like the regime, ordinary people may have been ready to forget. The boom in the number of weekend cottages in the seventies and eighties suggests that people were eager to retreat into their own personal lives. Even dissidents suggested that individuals focus on their own everyday behavior rather than on larger political questions. The films, music, and television shows of normalization allowed people to sit back and be entertained. Major Zeman, of course, represents a more nefarious side to this culture. Zeman attempted to use the new popular culture for political indoctrination. 51 However, the series was more the exception than the rule. Just as dissidents counseled anti-political resistance, the regime enforced a sort of anti-politics in culture. Proof is the fact that dozens of old series were reprised in the nineties without any controversy. Further, the
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It is an open question whether the pop music of Gott and others has a political subtext. While one can easily spot hidden meanings (eg, Gott’s hit “Kavu si osladím” which contains the line “A little more sugar
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fact that culture from the seventies and eighties continues to be popular today attests to the fact that it was largely politically empty. If it had been overly propagandistic, it would be unlikely to evoke nostalgia. It is no surprise that nostalgia for this culture arose in the late nineties. Though Czechs have been among the strongest supporters of democracy and capitalism in Eastern Europe, their faith was shaken in 1997 when the economy entered into free fall and dissatisfaction with politicians rose precipitously. Václav Havel memorably referred to a blbá nálada (bad mood) that gripped the country. A retreat to the empty, digestible, anti-political culture of the seventies and eighties provided a sort of balm to this mood. Indeed, there is far more camp in the nostalgia than there is genuine longing for a return to the past. If we move on to the controversies this culture has inspired, we need to turn to another face of normalization – the artists who were forbidden to publish their work. The post68 purges destroyed the lives of many of the country’s most talented artists and entertainers. They were summarily banned or publicly humiliated. It is inevitable that they retain a bad taste in their mouth and see the return of this culture as their worst nightmare come true. At the same time (and among many of the same people), this repression gave rise to an ideologically committed dissident movement whose members suffered as much as any in the Soviet bloc. Naturally, they have been at the forefront in criticizing the legacies of the old regime, including its cultural legacy. What the political scientist Herbert Kitschelt calls “the regime divide” – in short the bad blood left over from communism – is strong in the Czech Republic. Evidence of its strength can be seen in the fact that the Czech Republic passed the strongest lustration law in the region, prohibiting certain classes of collaborators from holding high government office.52 Further, the successor party to the communists in the Czech Republic remains anathema to all democratic parties, while in most other postcommunist countries it is considered a normal player in the democratic game. It is not surprising then that it was former dissidents such as Doležal and Mandler who kicked off the debate on artistic collaboration. If the commercial culture of normalization helps to explain current nostalgia, it is the relations between dissidents and the regime under normalization that provides a concise explanation of the controversies it has aroused. in my coffee, tune up my banjo, and that’s all” that may or may not counsel consumerism and political passivity), the exercise is a little like playing Beatles’ records backwards. 52 Havel argued against this law, but ultimately signed it.
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The nature of this dissident movement, however, explains why the majority of Czechs have not taken their criticisms of nostalgia seriously. The dissident movement in Czechoslovakia was fairly unique among communist countries. In Poland opposition to communism extended to millions through the Solidarity labor union, and in Hungary reformists served in government. In Czechoslovakia’s neo-Stalinist regime, by contrast, dissidents never amounted to more than a few hundred hardened warriors. Charter 77, calling only for the regime to respect its own laws, not for a revolution, attracted not quite two thousand signatures. The dissident movement in Czechoslovakia was not only small, it was also cut off from dialogue with the greater part of Czech society. Doležal, in the article mentioned above, reproached Drda for still living in the “dissident ghetto” and seeing the rest of Czech society as an undifferentiated unfriendly mass.53 Though Charter 77 was initially intended to attract widespread support, thorough repression produced an isolated, some would say incestuous, dissident community. One of the main achievements of the Velvet Revolution was the reconciliation, led by Havel, between the dissidents who had debts to settle with the communists and the vast majority of Czechs who were implicated in the system. The duet between Gott and Kryl mentioned above was one of the fruits of this effort. This helps to account for the lack of public support for the critics of nostalgia. The majority of Czechs compromised with the regime either overtly or covertly. The typical Czech was Havel’s greengrocer who willingly hung a “Workers of the World Unite” poster in his shop window rather than make trouble.54 For this “silent majority”, to condemn the pop culture of their youth is to implicitly condemn themselves. The attacks of dissidents on the apathy of the Czech public under communism, as Doležal notes, strike too close to the bone: who wants to think of oneself as a collaborator? Better to remember the sunnier side. And so Gott still wins popularity polls and Major Zeman pulls in respectable ratings. If one were to try to explain recent controversies over popular culture, one could do worse than see the merciless communist regime that interfered heavily in culture as the fuse and the small, oppressed dissident movement as the spark. This explains why such controversies are largely unique to the Czech Republic. The other case that is somewhat
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Lidové Noviny, 2 September 1999. Václav Havel, Open Letters: Selected Writings 1965-1990 (New York: Vintage, 1992), p. 132.
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similar is the former East Germany whose regime was equally repressive.55 There we find some of the same nostalgia (for example, in best-selling books by Thomas Brussig and the popular film adaptation of one of them, Sonnenallee) as well as criticism of it.56 The difference, however, is that the former GDR dissidents have directed much of their venom against the West Germans (a significant theme in Sonnenallee), while the Czechs can only turn against themselves. Poles and Hungarians meanwhile have less bitter memories and thus fewer worries about nostalgia. It remains only to comment on the significance of the nostalgia. It is tempting to believe that it is connected with the continued popularity of the communist party. In fact, the resurgence of the communists at the turn of the century and the wave of nostalgia were virtually contemporaneous. While the critics of nostalgia have pointed out this connection, there are better explanations. The people going to 80s parties are not the same ones who prefer the communists. Most studies find support for the communists among retirees who mainly worry about their pensions or those searching for an alternative to the major parties of the left and the right. By contrast, those in the grip of nostalgia were children or young adults in the seventies and eighties and thus associate the culture of the time with the memories of their youth. The threat to democracy and capitalism in the Czech Republic is close to nil. Some, of course, worry that Czechs will develop a rose-colored vision of communism and thus will be less enthusiastic about liquidating its legacies. Doubts can be raised about this as well. Political debate in the country remains committed to removing all traces of communism from public life. As opposed to Poland and Hungary where excommunists won large majorities in elections as early as 1993, this has never happened in the Czech Republic. Indeed, close association with the old regime is still enough to almost kill a politician’s career.57 Further, the Czech parliament extended the lustration 55



Major Zeman was broadcast in Slovakia several years before its Czech rebroadcast with no visible controversy. There are at least three reasons why Slovakia avoided these controversies despite their common inheritance. First, they were preempted by an even more controversial form of nostalgia – that for Tiso’s clerico-fascist regime. Second, the Slovak dissident movement was never as large or as vocal as its Czech counterpart. Third, Vladimír Mečiar’s corrupt rule distracted attention elsewhere. Indeed, battles over culture in Slovakia concerned both the survival of independent culture (eg, the banning of the political humorist Milan Markovič from Slovak Television) and the support of current stars for Vladimír Mečiar (eg, the popular singers Jožo Ráž and Paľo Habera). 56 A controversial hit in Germany, this film describes the lives of young East Germans living in the shadow of the Berlin Wall in the mid-seventies. Its main themes are picking up girls, obtaining Western music, avoiding the police, and laughing at West Germans. German television also features a comedian whose specialty is imitating Erich Honecker. See Thomas Brussig, Heroes Like Us (London: Harvill Press, 1997). 57 The former Prime Minister Miloš Zeman’s closest advisor, Miroslav Šlouf, was lambasted repeatedly in the press for his communist background and forced to keep a low profile. Šlouf’s own campaign for the
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law indefinitely.58 One needs to look far and wide to find a positive mention of communism among leading politicians and commentators. Even in the cultural sphere, a negative view of communism is the norm. In 2000, an art group calling itself Pode Bal put on a popular exhibition of photographs of well-known public figures – including several government ministers – accompanied by captions describing their connections with the communist regime. Moreover, as mentioned above, most of the cultural stars of the communist era and especially the ones most closely linked with the regime, now consider themselves conservatives. Indeed, if the nostalgia has a political effect at all, it is to help the neo-liberal Klaus who frequently appears on stage next to Gott and David.59 Most tellingly, a quick glance at the cultural products inspiring the wave of nostalgia can only convince any intelligent observer of the utter emptiness of the old regime.



Senate was a disaster. By contrast, the current Polish president was a government minister (albeit of sport) under communism. 58 Havel vetoed the prolongation (as he did in 1995), but his veto was overridden by Parliament. 59 In the last election, it was the Social Democrats who bet their fortunes on these old stars. However, while these stars performed for ODS out of conviction, they played for the Social Democrats for the large paycheck.
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Appendix 1: Episodes of Major Zeman and Accompanying Documentaries60 Episode 1: Death on the Lake (1945) Zeman returns home with his friend Kalina after the end of World War II. Zeman’s hometown holds a celebration in honor of the end of the war at which Zeman’s father is fatally shot. Zeman tracks down the vengeance-seeking German perpetrator and is offered a place in the newly-forming police force. Documentary 1: Informers and Others The documentary describes the complicated fates of three people: a simple snitch in a small-town school, a prominent police informer, and a Czech officer in the Gestapo. The first was the only one punished; the second was honored as a rebel against the Nazis and later became an informer for the secret police; the third began to work for the KGB. Episode 2: Devotees of Fire (1946) Zeman must accompany a transport from a German lunatic asylum. The patients, however, turn out to be Nazi saboteurs. Zeman is held hostage and escapes at the last minute when the bus is shot to pieces. Documentary 2: Explosion In 1946 an explosion rocked a chemical factory in Ústí nad Labem. The leading lights of the Czech police soon converged on the crime scene and heroically uncovered a conspiracy of the “Wehrwolf.” What was the Wehrwolf and did they represent the threat that contemporary propaganda ascribed to them? The documentary shows that at the same time as the explosion, the town witnessed a brutal pogrom against its German inhabitants which, even before the explosion, ended with several innocent German citizens dead. Episode 3: Theft of the Sweet “I” (1947) Zeman investigates the smuggling and theft of insulin – subject to severe shortages at the time – for which diabetics would risk their lives. During his investigation Zeman meets the ambulance driver Jiří Hradec who in later episodes becomes a Czechoslovak spy. Documentary 3: The Story of Black Market Goods 60



Episode descriptions are from Jan Lipšanský’s website: www.geocities.com/TelevisionCity/7270/ zeman1.html. Documentaries are from Czech Television’s website: www.czech-tv.cz/porady/ 30navratu/index.htm. Translations as elsewhere in the text are my own.
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After the war, Czechoslovakia and all of Europe suffered a shortage of necessities – food, medicine, etc. This brought with it the flowering of the black market. The communist government used the fight against the informal economy to liquidate businessmen, farmers, and above all small merchants. The documentary describes one of the most comprehensive raids, which liquidated nearly all of the merchants in Nový Bydžov. Episode 4: Ruby Crosses (1947) Zeman sets out on a dangerous mission among the Bandero fighters. The Banderos are trying to create a secure channel for smuggling people, weapons, and gold from Czechoslovakia to Germany. Zeman’s ticket among them is a ruby-studded pendant in the shape of a cross – the number of rubies indicating the holder’s rank. The Banderos prepare to rob the local brewery. They then flee with their booty to a monastery where the abbot, also a Bandero, hides weapons and gold. They have to wait in a nearby manor until the border is safe to cross. However, the police intervene and the criminals are found and shot dead. Documentary 4: Operation B With the help of participants and historians, this documentary attempts to paint a different picture of the Banderos, Ukrainian nationalists, who as a result of communist propaganda are today seen in an extremely negative light. The communists took advantage of their operations, which were considerably exaggerated, to destroy the Orthodox Church in Czechoslovakia. Their pretext was a priest who helped ordinary Ukrainians to escape from Stalin and flee to the West. Episode 5: Fox Hunt (1948) Still a sergeant, Jan Zeman together with his comrade Karel Mutl, a lathe-worker, uncover a conspiracy against the Communist Party led by Čadek the owner of the local weapons factory. First-lieutenant Bláha, who comes to take up command in the border town where Zeman serves, is also caught up in the action. Bláha turns out to be a foreign agent for whom the police have already set a trap. After the communist coup, however, he escapes in a plane that Čadek has prepared for him and his lover Inka. In this episode, Zeman first meets his future second wife Blanka. Documentary 5: Who were we? This documentary is dedicated to the history of the First Emergency Regiment from 1945 to 1948. In those years, a succession of young people, some of whom had earlier fought in the Prague Uprising, signed up for service. When the communists decided to
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use them as the core of the communist police and border patrol, the fates of their members diverged. Some later found themselves in concentration camps – on both sides of the bars. The documentary features former members, both those who left and those who remained in the police through the eighties. Episode 6: Beast (1949) The year after the communist coup in February 1948, many people attempted to escape to the West. The remains of a missing woman’s body are found during a fire in an abandoned cabin near the German border. According to a postcard received by her family, she had already been living in Germany for several months. The same is true in the case of a missing couple who intended to emigrate: their relatives receive a similar postcard from Germany, even though the valuable stamp that the couple transported across the border is discovered among Czech traders. The police search for the beast who on the pretext of safe passage to Germany robs and kills his customers. After successfully solving the case, Zeman, as a promising police officer, leaves the regional unit for Prague. Documentary 6: Beast The case of the brutal killer, Hubert Pilčík, shocked the public at the end of the forties. This documentary attempts not only to reconstruct the true facts of the case, but also to remove the mask of secrecy connected with Pilčík’s unusual suicide in police custody and with speculation that the so-called Beast of Šumava worked for the secret police. Episode 7: Copper-Engraving (1950) Five years after the war, Czechoslovakia still lives under a ration system and Zeman tracks down the source of counterfeit food ration cards. During the investigation, he meets the young teacher Lída, his future wife, who is one of the suspects. He soon, however, proves her innocence. Zeman skillfully captures the counterfeiters and it begins to look serious between him and Lída. Documentary 7: The Time of Ration Cards This documentary describes the fourteen years in which the post-war generation lived under a ration system. It also follows the investigation of the largest ring of ration card counterfeiters. The investigation and the following trial bear all the marks of the time: beginning with enormous pressure on the investigators, through the propaganda and excessive prison sentences. The only difference is that in this case it was the real culprits who were caught. The reason for these efforts was the deepening economic problems of the regime which did everything in its power to find the perpetrators.
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Episode 8: Fear (1951) Nervous and confused from his wife’s first pregnancy (as well as a little rum), Zeman arranges Lída’s transport to the maternity ward. He meets a likeable ambulance driver and has a nice chat with him. Several hours later the driver is dead, killed by a group of three villains and their psychopath leader. While attempting to steal weapons and fight their way across the border, the criminals murder an officer of the district police. Zeman’s investigating team gradually finds their tracks. The members of the gang lose their nerve and on a yacht start shooting among themselves. Zeman arrests the survivors. While he is chasing the murderers, Lída gives birth to a daughter. Jan Tříska plays one of the villains. Documentary 8: Against Communism with Weapons in Hand The Mašín brothers were among the few who were willing to challenge the communist regime with arms in hand. The documentary maps the family relations of the Mašíns and their exploits leading up to their escape from Czechoslovakia. Episode 9: Boat to Hamburg (1952) A freighter returns from Hamburg. On board is Berka, a sailor and drunk, who smuggles gold jewelry and medicine into Czechoslovakia. Berka is murdered, and the police discover a microdot with a coded message on the instructions to one of the medicines. Zeman persuades the ship’s mechanic, Šimek, to take over Berka’s smuggling business. In Hamburg, Šimek learns that this time their cargo is not medicine or gold, but a person. None other than Pavel Bláha. The police set a trap and try to follow him, but all is in vain. Bláha disappears and hides with an accomplice, the harbor doctor Hejtmánek. Documentary 9: The Legend of the Agent Runners I A sober look at the so-called agent runners – allies of the anti-communist intelligence services recruited mainly from young Czech emigrants – overturns the common perception of them as imperialist wreckers and murderers. Interviews with several former agents show that their mission was above all to gather information and their motivation to help in the fight against communism. Episode 10: The Killer Hides in a Field (1953) Zeman, already a lieutenant, and also a married man, is in Plánice to visit his relatives (Karel Mutl, Blanka’s parish priest). There he investigates first a fire and then the murder of several party functionaries. A group of political diversionists is uncovered and neutralized in a nearby field.
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Documentary 10: A Well-Used Tragedy The case of three murdered communist functionaries in Babice served for years as the textbook case of capitalist attempts to strangle the young socialist republic. This documentary investigates the many inconsistencies around the case, above all the initiator and head of the whole action whose motives (and conceivably role as an StB {secret police} provocateur) remain controversial to this day. It also notes that the Babice murders served as one of the pretexts to Operation Kulak which practically destroyed family farming in Czechoslovakia. Episode 11: Crossroads (1954) Agent Pavel Bláha hides in a convent where he waits for his contact. Their secret codeword is soon heard in the convent’s church. Zeman investigates the murder of a priest in the convent, but has difficulties with the mother superior. In the end he uses a trick – with the help of the order’s code he holds a collective interrogation of all the nuns in the courtyard. One nun cannot bear the pressure and all is revealed. Bláha escapes again. Documentary 11: The Massacre of St. Bartholomew For the totalitarian system, the church orders were a problem that had to be addressed forcefully, but secretly. In the course of one night, armed units occupied the majority of orders and imprisoned their members in special camps. Participants in these events recall the attempt to compromise the church orders and the night many call the Massacre of St. Bartholomew. Episode 12: Pincers (1955) Our old friend Pavel Bláha undergoes plastic surgery and changes his name to Kulhánek. The wife of Čadek whom he cheated in the Fox Hunt episode, however, recognizes him in the theater. Bláha tries to kill her. But was he really the killer? To solve the mystery Čadek requests the help of his former enemy, Zeman. Documentary 12: Man with a New Face Shortly after the February putsch, a mysterious man appeared at the central train station in Prague. Because of his altered face, few recognized one of the heroes of World War II, Václav Knotek. Knotek was then betrayed and arrested. The StB, who considered his capture one of their biggest successes, however, did not keep a close enough eye on him and during one of his first interrogations he swallowed a cyanide pill.
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Contemporaries and historians recount the fate of one of the most interesting characters in Czech history. Episode 13: The Romance of an Inconspicuous Woman (1956) An audit of a train station’s books reveals a shortfall. The woman suspected of the crime, however, denies it. Her daughter is a student of Lída Zemanová, who asks her husband for help. Zeman of course solves the case: the inconspicuous woman is innocent and Zeman saves her from suicide. Documentary 13: Two Fates This documentary deals with the fate of two dissimilar people. A woman from a small town is unjustly accused of embezzlement and must endure all the slights that followed under the atmosphere of the time. A talented detective solves the already closed case and clears the woman. He is barred from working in his profession, however, because he refuses to join the party. Episode 14: The End of the Big Chance (1956) Secret agent Pavel Bláha, still in hiding and at the end of his strength, asks a former colleague, the representative of a British firm, Arnold Hackel, for help. Hackel, whose organization was broken up by Zeman in a previous episode, moves his operations to Berlin, to the bar “The White Line.” Bláha, however, cannot find sympathy either with him or with Čadek and Inka. They all write him off. Seriously ill, he finds peace and shelter with an elderly woman. He regains his health, takes the revolver of the woman’s deceased husband, and goes to settle accounts with first lieutenant Zeman. Instead of Zeman, however, he fatally shoots his wife Lída, and then falls, killed by Zeman’s bullet. Zeman, who lives with his mother, is left alone with his daughter Lída. Arnold Hackel and his accomplice Hanka Bízová escape to Germany. Documentary 14: The Legend of the Agent Runners II The hero of this story is Josef Viceň, an employee of several Western secret services who ran dozens of agent runners. The StB kidnapped him out of his apartment in Vienna. This symbolically ended the era of the agent runners, the majority of whom were caught or killed. Episode 15: Quadrature of a Woman (1958) The pieces of a woman’s body are found in a river. Zeman, who has still not fully recovered from his wife’s death, willingly takes the case to prove to himself and others that he is still a good cop. The tracks of the investigation lead surprisingly to an
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inconspicuous clerk who is ultimately proven guilty despite difficulties in gathering evidence. Documentary 15: Professionals The discovery of the pieces of a female body shocked the Czech public in the fifties. Speculation centered on the legendary unsolved case of Otýlia Vranská. In addition to the facts of the case, this documentary also investigates the work of the homicide division of the communist police force. Episode 16: Lady with a Coat of Arms (1959) After a late-night robbery of a manor in Moravia, one of the thieves is found dead. All the evidence indicates that it is not a coincidence. Zeman sets off for Brno and with the help of a planted jewel he soon discovers who is behind it all – a former baroness who was trying to recover her family property and escape across the border. Documentary 16: Art Lovers This documentary analyzes two events from the end of the fifties and the beginning of the sixties. The first is the largest theft of artworks after February 1948. After the communists took power and the iron curtain fell, the sale of stolen antiques and art objects nearly dried up. Thieves had nowhere to pawn their ill-gotten gains and art thefts became exceptional occurrences. Thus, when Pavel T’s gang appeared in the midfifites, the police were caught unprepared. The search for the perpetrators was complicated and chaotic. Before the police managed to catch the offenders, the gang – relatively well organized for prevailing conditions – was able to steal a considerable number of historical objects. The second event is the confiscation of private art collections. By the end of the fifties nearly all property was nationalized and one of the few objects remaining in private hands were art collections. The StB, however, gradually succeeded – through various forms of pressure – in seizing all of the larger collections. The prototype is the case of the Borovičkas who are the subject of the second part of the documentary. Their extensive collection of modern art was seized and then sold off for ridiculously low prices. The new owners were mainly prominent figures in the regime. The aim of this documentary is to compare “traditional” and “legal” art thefts. Episode 17: Cursed Inheritance (1960) The police find money from a six-year old theft on the body of a woman run over by a train near Kladno. During the investigation, Zeman frequently meets Blanka Svobodová,
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the widow of Mutl, Zeman’s former comrade (he was killed in the episode “The Killer Hides in a Field”). As a result of the ill-considered extravagance of one of the gang’s members, the police find a trail that leads Zeman to a mine shaft in which an explosion nearly kills him. Documentary 17: The End of the Safe-Crackers in Bohemia This documentary returns to the most famous theft of the sixties. In February of 1966, like every week, a postal worker picked up packages and moneybags from post offices around Prague and finished his run in Čakovice. He then stopped in a local pub to watch, along with the rest of the country, a hockey match between Czechoslovakia and Canada. When the match was over, the postal truck was gone. The case was never solved. The Čakovice case was the first theft of the new type and the symbolic end of the era of bank robberies. Episode 18: The White Lines (1961) Arnold Hackl and Hanka Bízová have again set up a smuggling network in Germany under the cover of the bar “The White Line.” Zeman’s former friend, Captain Hradec, is sent to Germany as the only officer Hackl does not know. Along with Broniewski, a secret policeman from Poland, he attempts to infiltrate the organization. In the end, they uncover and convict the guilty parties, but Broniewski pays with his life. Bízová remains with Hackl. Documentary 18: Operation Light The new political situation in the second half of the fifties forced changes in intelligence gathering. Agents supplying the British with information from Czechoslovakia had to use new sources and new methods. With the fall of the iron curtain, the classic method of direct contact with key individuals was abandoned and the era of the agent runner ended. In the past embassy personnel directed agents through walkie-talkies. Under the communist regime this method began to lead to heavy losses. The communist secret police had enormous human resources and monitored every potential contact within the country. The Czech section of British intelligence was thus forced to develop a new system in which all contact took place outside of the country. The new network of agents was called White Lines. One of the key elements of the new system was Karel Zbytek. In the spring of 1956 he sent an anonymous letter to the Czech intelligence service and became a secret agent in the heart of the British network. He was regularly paid by the StB under the code name Light, and for several years he informed on agents of British
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intelligence. He became the biggest boasting point of the communist secret services and at the same time the main cause of the failure of the White Lines system. Episode 19: The Third Violin (1962) Captain Zeman marries Blanka. In the town where the wedding takes place, however, a German tourist is sold fake Czechoslovak currency. At the same time, there is an international dog exhibition, Major Pavlásek’s auto is stolen, and Stejskal commits two traffic violations – in short a wedding to remember. Documentary 19: Celebrations and Rituals The official celebrations of holidays, the formal and informal meetings of leading political figures, and the private parties of the nomenklatura were conditioned by the political climate of the time. Celebrations were different under Gottwald, than in the freer atmosphere of Zapotecký and different once again under Novotný and Husák. Through the magnifying glass of public celebrations we follow changes in the political atmosphere. Episode 20: Blue Lights (1963) Holan, who works as a foreign correspondent in Frankfurt, on this his final trip to Germany decides to end his collaboration with Hackl. Hackl, however, has compromising materials on him and forces Holan to smuggle important scientific documents from Czechoslovakia into Germany. Holan decides to flee to South America and persuades Hanka Bízová to go with him. Jiří Hradec is sent to Germany to get the documents back. In the end he succeeds, but Holan, Bízová, and Hackl all perish. Documentary 20: Operation Tulip Operation Tulip was one of the most extensive and successful operations of the secret police against foreign agents in Czechoslovakia. The most important figure caught in the operation was the prominent journalist and Czech Television director, Vladimír Veselý. At the end of the forties, Veselý worked as a foreign correspondent in West Germany. During his stay, he established contact with the CIA and delivered to the Americans information about all his “non-journalistic” duties. From May 1956 until his arrest in March 1957 he was in contact with Western counterintelligence through the Dutch embassy in Prague (hence the codename Tulip). His reports included information about military airports, radar, chemical weapons, etc. Veselý was sentenced to 25 years in prison for the crime of espionage. In prison he cooperated with the StB which led to a shortening of his sentence.
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Episode 21: The Man from Salzburg (1964) Rudi Lorenz, a Czech truck driver living in Vienna, helps Czechs cross the border into Austria. At the same time, valuable stamps are found on a dead Prague cabdriver. The police surmise that they were to be smuggled across the border and thanks to the stamps they find a trail to Rudi and the people who plan to leave the country with him. Documentary 21: Divided Families In totalitarian Czechoslovakia many decided to emigrate to the free world. The communist regime, however, created a flawless system which made emigrants look like self-centered individuals unconcerned with the fact that their family members could suffer repression. The system went so far that in many cases family members were held as hostages. Perhaps the worst cases were those where the communists did not allow children to rejoin their émigré parents. This documentary analyzes the consequences of this inhuman system. Episode 22: Tatra Pastorale (1965) A famous director decides to shoot a detective film based on the unsolved murder of the hiker Jiřína Drahotová. In cooperation with Zeman and his Slovak colleagues, the filming takes place in the Tatra Mountains. Does the director succeed in discovering the murderer at the scene of the crime? Documentary 22: Anatomy of a Murder This documentary tries to uncover the roots of sexually motivated crimes on the basis of the most famous cases in Czechoslovak criminology. It presents not just the views of criminologists and specialists, but also the exclusive confession of a murderer whose crime once shook Czechoslovakia. Episode 23: Happy and Merry (1966) It is New Year’s Eve and a new employee arrives at the construction company. Even on the holidays Blanka Zemanová does not rest and her responsibilities keep her at work until the evening. She introduces the new stoker to her colleagues at the company party and her deputy briefs her on the company accounts. But the difficult New Year’s Eve is far from over. Documentary 23: From the Personnel Files The communist system was not just made up of the secret service, police, and other repressive units, but also of many small-scale sneaks, informers, and personnel officers who often disturbed people’s lives far more than the police system. This documentary
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presents the recollections of people who spent part of their lives in prison as a result of nameless toadies who were motivated by envy and hunger for power. The lives of the descendents of the unjustly sentenced and their distant relatives were marked for decades as a result of their bad “personnel file”. Episode 24: Clowns (1967) Captain Zeman investigates a failed assassination attempt on the chansionier Eva Moulisová in a wine cellar that his young daughter Lidka frequents with her boyfriend. The wine cellar is also the meeting place of shady individuals who don’t want to work and call themselves poets. One of the suspects in the crime is the poet Pavel Daneš. Colonel Kalina who works at the Ministry must, together with Zeman, explain that the arrest of Daneš was not politically motivated as the newspapers claim. An ordinary investigation ultimately turns into a political battle because behind the scenes stand the descendants of the White Lines who want to overthrow the communist government of Czechoslovakia. Zeman even gets an order from the highest places to release Daneš. Documentary 24: We Want Light This documentary is a chronicle of the year 1967 which, in the looser atmosphere of the sixties, saw the first major conflict between the communist powers-that-be and the newly-liberalized cultural scene. The trial of Pavel Tigrid and Jan Beneš, through which the communists wanted to show that they were still in charge of culture, forms the background for emotional recollections about the year which foreshadowed the Prague Spring. The documentary shows, among other things, that totalitarian regimes cannot tolerate even a restricted feeling of freedom. Episode 25: Witch-hunt aka Criminal Action (1968) A continuation of the previous episode. Pavel Daneš, supported in the West, reopens the case of the Plánice murders and accuses Zeman of unjustly arresting the Plánice priest as an accomplice for his role in sheltering the killers. At the trial Zeman has to face political intriguing and must defend himself, the communist party, his wife Blanka, and his friend Colonel Kalina. The latter does not survive the inflammatory campaign and dies. Blanka visits the priest and thanks to her visit he overcomes his long-standing dislike of Zeman and backs him at the trial. Čadek also backs Zeman and the imperialists are foiled again. Documentary 25: Rehabilitation or Betrayal One of the key issues of the Prague Spring was the rehabilitation of people harmed by illegal acts of the communist regime. Nearly thirty thousand trials were held at the end
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of the forties and the beginning of the fifties, and a quarter of a million people ended up in prison. At least 258 people were sentenced to death. Thousands more perished in interrogation rooms and concentration camps. The number of death sentences assessed was so great that trials had to be delayed. From 1955 on there were attempts to set up a rehabilitation commission, but real rehabilitation didn’t begin until June 1968 when a rehabilitation law was passed. The reform communists were not just trying to correct injustices, but also to rehabilitate themselves and to clear their own consciences. For them this required the rehabilitation of the entire socialist system. Warsaw Pact tanks, however, intervened and the rehabilitation process ended before it ever got going. Episode 26: The Well (1969) Zeman is demoted to the district police unit in Praha-Žižkov. He is contacted by his former colleague, Major Žitný, who wants him to investigate the case of a man named Brůna who murdered his wife, set fire to his house, cut his veins, and attempted to drown himself and his son in a well. Half-crazed and severely wounded, his son survived. Pavel Daneš tries to portray the entire case as a provocation by the state police. In the end, Zeman discovers that Brůna suffered from a psychiatric illness and as a result he is recalled back to the Prague force. Documentary 26: The Well This documentary returns to one of the best-known cases in Czechoslovak criminology which continues to provoke questions to this day. This documentary tries to determine whether the tragedy was a crime of the communist regime, as rumors claimed, or simply the desperate act of a man worn out by his living conditions. Episode 27: Message from an Unknown Land (1972) Episode 28: Hostage from Bella Vista (1973) A two-part film made in cooperation with the Barrandov Film Studio. Bartl works as a sailor on a Czech ship. In reality he is a wreaker, paid from Latin America. Major Hradec sets off on his trail to Latin America (filmed in Cuba). He uncovers the conspiracy, but dies in the end. Documentary 27: Discovery of Truth If there was anything in which communist intelligence achieved perfection it was certainly the spreading of disinformation, not only within the communist bloc, but throughout the world. This documentary describes the largest disinformation campaign prepared by the Czechoslovak secret police and intelligence forces: the retrieval of the
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Nazi archives from the Black Lake. It also analyzes smaller campaigns against Czechoslovak emigrants, Tigrid’s publishing house, and Radio Free Europe. Documentary 28: A Bridge over Troubled Waters The espionage ring built to gain information from communist Czechoslovakia went through several stages after 1945 in response to changes in the international political situation and the communist regime. After the era of agent runners, there was the system of “White Lines” which functioned until the end of the fifties. The end of that system, in turn, led to the increasing professionalization of the intelligence network. It became too dangerous to contact Czechoslovak citizens and obtain their cooperation. The era of long-term, well-trained agent-professionals had arrived. This documentary describes these agents and the bridge – connecting East and West Berlin – through which captured agents were exchanged. Episode 29: Mimicry (1972) Along with “The Well” the most famous episode in the series. It sets a mirror up to the depraved life of the country’s youth, who don’t respect the gains of socialism. Sex, drugs, and the underground. A caricature of the group The Plastic People. The hijacking of an airplane. Even Zeman’s daughter plays a role. Documentary 29: Hijacking People searched for various ways to cross the iron curtain. This documentary analyzes the first hijacking of a Czechoslovak airplane to transport people to freedom. It describes not only the events leading up to the hijacking and its tragic end, but also the campaign which the regime soon unleashed against independent culture and mainly against the young people connected with it. This turned out to be one of the first large repressive steps in the twenty-year era of normalization. Episode 30: A Rose for Zeman (1974) An episode of reminiscences, which was originally entitled “Cornflowers for Zeman.” Zeman retires and for the last time meets with all those he chased, caught and knew over the past thirty years. One of the woman who served as a contact abroad brings him a bouquet of roses in acknowledgement of his work. Documentary 30: Letters The last documentary of the series is dedicated to the people who during the forty year communist experiment suffered in work camps and prisons. It describes not so much the means by which the regime tried to destroy its enemies, but the moments where,
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despite inhuman conditions, people were able to preserve a certain amount of inner freedom and human dignity. From actual victims we learn about the unusual educational system among prisoners and about their illegal communication with the outside world. We also hear humorous anecdotes which gave prisoners the energy to survive the brutal system.
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Appendix 2: Day of Czechoslovak Television, broadcast by Czech Television on 20 November 1999. 08:00 A Day of Czechoslovak Television: Start of broadcasting from ČSSR 08:15 News 08:30 Pioneer’s Songbird: This time we take a look at a people’s school of art and introduce young actors (Košice) 09:00 Festival of Political Songs from Martin: A. Řezek, M. Žbirka and a host of new talents perform politically engaged songs (Bratislava) 09:30 On Their Marks – Women: Instructional program of Spartakiáda patterns for women 09:40 Let’s Learn Russian: Teachers from the Soviet Union have prepared the introductory part of a language course for you 10:00 A Skirt – But a Green One: The story of a high-school student who defied her parents and even sacrificed her love for her boyfriend to study at the military university (Bratislava) 11:15 Lighthouse: Police magazine, this episode devoted to the trustworthy service of border guards 11:50 Advertisement 12:00 Year of Agriculture: What is a kiwi? Land of the breadwinner and other contributions (Bratislava) 12:15 Notebook: New economics dictionary (Bratislava) 12:25 A Moment for Song (Bratislava) 12:40 The Creed of a Region: A poetic celebration of the central Bohemia region. Recitation: J. Švorcová, M. Jarošová, others. 13:05 Nationwide Conference of SSM (League of Socialist Youth) in the Lucerna Hall: Initial live coverage with an appearance by the ČSSR premier L. Adamec 13:20 Seek and You Will Find: A television production holding a mirror up to the disputes that hinder the development of the socialist economy in a washing machine factory 15:00 Nationwide Conference of SSM in the Lucerna Hall: Continuing live coverage with an appearance by the General Secretary of the UV KSČ (Central Committee of the Communist Party of Czechoslovakia) M. Jakeš 15:20 Festival of Friendship: Gala concert with the participation of both our own and Soviet artists in the Congress Palace PKOJF (Julius Fučík Park of Culture and Relaxation) 16:05 Nationwide Conference of SSM in the Lucerna Hall: Evaluation of the results of the conference
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16:25 16:30 16:35 17:00 17:10



17:35 18:00 18:15 18:30 18:55 19:00 19:10 19:15 19:25 19:30 20:15 20:20 20:30 20:55 21:45 22:20 22:40 23:25 23:40 23:50 23:55 23:58



News Advertisement Azimuth: A newsmagazine not only for soldiers On Their Marks: Instructional program of Spartakiáda patterns for men Honor to a Woman Alone: An artistic documentary about a 50 year-old woman who defied prejudices about so-called man’s work and became our first female taxi-driver (Bratislava) And Through It All Music: An entertaining program this time with our railway workers (Bratislava) South Bohemia News Magazine TN (Television News) Letters from Viewers They Call Themselves Independent: Eyewitness accounts and up-to-date reporting about illegal organizations Songs: Let’s learn the song “Daddy Caught a Bluejay” Bedtime Cartoon: Stories of a fire station Advertisement Path to Reconstruction: Educational series Weather Television News Address by the General Secretary of the UV KSČ M. Jakeš Verses for a Ceremonial Moment: A series of poems by V. Závada, S.K. Neumann, M. Florian Armchair for a Guest: On the program this time we welcome the well-known reciter, the distinguished artist L. Pelikánová Cross Over to the Other Side: A television series about the work of one Prague OPBH (State Housing Management Company) Current Affairs Round Table: A talk with the attorney general of the ČSSR and other guests on the appearance of anti-socialist forces Graduation of a Trade Unionist: Entertaining program not only for members of ROH (Revolutionary Trade-Union Movement) On a Current Theme: With Com. M. Štěpán and members of the LM (People’s Militia) in Prague’s Palace of Culture News Preview of Tomorrow’s Programs Farewell of the President of ČSSR Com. Gustáv Husák Czechoslovak National Anthem
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00:00 VELVET NIGHT - The end of socialism in Czechoslovakia: A selection of the most noteworthy archived materials from 1988 and 1989 08:00 Conclusion of the Broadcast of Czechoslovak Television
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